
Business Solutions 
for Mid-Market  
 THRIVE with EVIDEN and scale 
New Heights with S/4HANA 
Public Cloud Edition

Offering description: 
Accelerate your adoption of S/4HANA Public Cloud using Eviden plug-in services 
for rapid implementation whilst reducing risk.

To remain competitive, Mid-market customers are increasingly under pressure to 
deliver true value to their end customers with innovative products and services. 

Complex and unwieldy IT applications slow an organization’s ability to adapt to new 
markets/products and serve their end customers. 

Customers that leverage Business AI to improve and automate their internal processes 
are better placed to react to external market pressures and end-customer demands.

S/4HANA Public Cloud Edition is designed to support midsize companies by 
providing a comprehensive cloud ERP solution that enables rapid adoption, 
predictability, and continuous innovation. It helps mid-market customers in the 
following ways:

1. Streamlining Operations

2. Improved Decision-Making

3. Agility

4. Industry-Specific Best Practices

Overall, S/4 Public Cloud aims to provide midsize companies with the tools and 
support they need to grow effectively and efficiently in a competitive market. 

Mid-market customers often face several challenges as they grow:

1. Complexity in Operations: Companies need simplified processes due to limited 
resources.

2. Scalability: As companies grow, they require solutions that can scale with them. 

3. Real-Time Analytics: Access to real-time data is crucial for quick decision-making. 

4. Customer-Centric Innovation: Great customer experience is a must-have when 
retaining & expanding customer base. 

5. Time to Value: Implementing an ERP solution needs to be as fast and as low risk as 
possible.

Purpose / Market Drivers

Solution from SAP

Customer Challenges

Eviden Offering

We deliver true end-to-end Business Solutions for Mid-Market customers. 
These are bundled as plug-in services:

1. Assessment Socket - Pre-Assessment Questionnaire. Online Live Kick-Off 
Workshops. SAP Digital Discovery Assessment with Eviden’s Vision4Future 
methodology.

2. Migration Socket - Pre-mapped data migration templates and extractors.

3. Transformation Consulting Socket - OCM, PCM, Project and Programme 
Management

4. Analytics Socket - Datasphere services to deliver unified dashboards and 
embedded analytics

5. Integration Socket - Utilising LeanIX for EAM and BTP for integration 
development.

6. Innovation Socket- Innovative solutions solving unique customer problems 
using SAP BTP

1. End-to-end services – from assessment through implementation to Intelligent 
Business Management.

2. Plug-in services to accelerate Delivery

3. Plug-in industry solutions and line of business innovations

4. Eviden GenAI capabilities and embedded tooling to innovative further

5. Trusted SAP Partner for over 3 decades

Differentiators

Customers & Links
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